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(2)	(a) An amendment of the marriage law of the Union, so
as to recognize the legality of monogamous Indian marriages cele-
brated,   whether in  India  or South  Africa,  according to  the
rites prescribed by the Hindu and Mahomedan religions*   Al-
though both of these religions countenance polygamy, statistics
show that only 1 per cent, of Indian marriages are polygamous.
(b) Administrative admission of existing plural wives (not
more than 100 in all) and their children, of Indians already domi-
ciled. This was the position at the time of the inauguration of
Union. Legal recognition of polygamy is not asked for.
 (3)	Restoration of the right of South Africa-born Indians to
enter the Cape Province, a right that they possessed at the time of
the introduction of the Immigration Bill, and its retention may
in practice mean   the admission of hardly  more  than a dozen
Indians annually to the Gape from Natal and the Transvaal.
 (4)	The Government say that there is no racial bar in the
Immigration Act   Therefore, an admission from them is neces-
sary that no declaration will in law be required from an Indian
at the Free State border that will not be equally necessary from a
European, In practice, this does not mean that any Indian will
necessarily enter the Free State, but, if he does, he will still remain
Eable to the prohibition to own land, to farm and to trade,
 (5)	A declaration that existing laws, such as the Transvaal
Gold Law and Townships Act, the Licensing Laws of the Gape
and Natal, and the Immigration Act, shall  be administered in a
liberal spirit, and with due regard to vested rights.  The policy of
the Government is, for example, to prevent Indians with bow-fide
proof of previous residence from re-entering their respective Pro-
vinces, if they have been absent for a long period* This situation is
intolerable*
The first point was the subject of a definite promise to the Hon.
Mr. Gokhale, The others arise out of the provisional settlement
of 191L
what indians Do not want
Indians do not fight for equal political rights. They recog-
nize that, in vinv of the existing prejudice, fresh, immigration from
India should be strictly Emited, provision being made for the
entrance of a sufficient number annually for reasonable wear
and tear.
passive resistance
As no relief could be obtained by prayers, petitions, or nego-
tiations, Indians started passive resistance on September 15 by

